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Abstract—Confidentiality and authentication are two main
security goals in secure electronic mail (e-mail). Furthermore,
deniability is also a significant security property for some e-
mail applications to protect the privacy of the sender. Although
searchable encryption solves the keyword searching problem in a
secure e-mail system, it also breaks the deniability of the system.
Because the adversary can obtain the information of the data
sender and data user from the trapdoor as well as ciphertext
used for keyword searching. At the same time, efficiency is
another problem in mobile computing. To overcome the issues,
we put forward deniably authenticated searchable public key
encryption (DA-SPKE) which can apply to the deniable e-mail
system. We first define the DA-SPKE model and propose the
DA-SPKE scheme. Then we prove its security in the random
oracle model and evaluate its efficiency. Finally, we use it in a
deniably secure e-mail system to protect both data senders’ and
data users’ privacy.

Index Terms—Searchable public key encryption, Deniability,
Authentication, E-mail, Privacy, Keyword guessing attack, Cho-
sen keyword attack.

I. INTRODUCTION

ELECTRONIC Mail (E-mail) is a method of electronic
information exchange transmitted through computer net-

works. More and more important information can be ex-
changed by e-mail. People send and read e-mails from mobile
phones, laptops, and personal computers. The great con-
venience for exchanging information also brings a lot of
challenges to security and efficiency. Secure e-mail protocols
(or systems), such as Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) [1] and
Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (S/MIME) [2],
focus on the confidentiality and authentication of the e-mail
contents. However, these protocols are inevitable to leak the
identity of the sender for the signature scheme is used to
sign the content of e-mails in them. To solve the issue,
secure deniably authenticated encryption schemes (DAE) [3]–
[7] were proposed and secure-deniable e-mail systems were
setup recently [2], [8], [9].

A secure-deniable e-mail system addresses the security of
e-mail content, such as confidentiality, authentication, and
deniability. But a new challenge arises – How to search some
words (keywords) without revealing the privacy of a mass of
e-mail letters in a secure-deniable e-mail system when the user
wants to find out some e-mail letters? Searchable symmetric
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key encryption (SSKE) [10] and searchable public key en-
cryption (SPE) for emails [11]–[13] can partially address this
issue. Since the ciphertexts of context append the ciphertexts
of keywords stored in the e-mail server (or cloud servers),
the e-mail server can do some operations on the ciphertexts
of keywords without obtaining any information of keywords
to retrieve the corresponding e-mails. However, the existing
schemes and related schemes cannot protect the privacy of
the sender, which would reveal the identity of the sender from
ciphertexts of the keywords or the trapdoors of keywords.
This leads to the revelation of sender and receiver and the
deniability of the secure-deniable e-mail system is broken.
Thus, the existing solutions are not fit for the secure-deniable
e-mail system. With the development of modern science and
technology, there is a growing preference for portable devices,
such as mobile phones, tablet personal computers, and laptops,
to handle email. Efficiency is another requirement of some
schemes. We attempt to solve the above issues.

As shown in Fig. 1, users of email system use email apps on
their phones, laptops, and pads to send, receive, and retrieve
emails through the outsourced cloud in a secure-deniable email
system. Retrieving emails in the cloud on mobile devices is
always implemented through authenticated SPKE schemes.
But in the classic authenticated SPKE scheme, the role of the
user is always known by others. The role of the data sender
is always to encrypt and upload keywords as well as generate
trapdoors, and the role of the data user upload the trapdoor.
It’s an information leakage of system users to the third party
in a sense. From this perspective of view, we come up with
the following security properties for a secure-deniable e-mail
system in mobile computing:

• Confidentiality. Encrypted keywords should not leak any
information to illegal and unauthorized users.

• Authentication. Ensure that data originates from autho-
rized users and prevent malicious users from transmitting
data.

• Security against keyword guessing attack. It indicates that
a malicious attacker is not able to guess some candidate
keywords and verify whether his guess is correct or not.

• Deniability. The data sender and data user can be both
deniable to the ciphertexts or trapdoors that they generate.
That is, both the data sender and data user can produce
valid ciphertexts and trapdoors for any keywords.

The first three are fundamental security properties, and
the system’s deniability is special and unique. Confidentiality
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Fig. 1. System model

should be achieved by indistinguishability against chosen
keyword attack game (IND-CKA). Security against KGA
is achieved by indistinguishability against keyword guessing
attack (IND-KGA). Specifically, IND-CKA infers that the
encrypted keywords leak no information about the keywords
themselves, and IND-KGA infers that the trapdoors corre-
sponding to keywords leak no information about the keywords
themselves. KGA in SPKE is of great importance in many
same types of works [14]–[17]. Authentication [18]–[21] is im-
plicitly achieved in our scheme, where only the data user and
data sender can generate valid ciphertexts and trapdoors to test
the consistency of keywords behind the scene. Deniability is a
natural property in the generation of ciphertexts and trapdoors
by using Diffie-Hellman shared secret key. The concept of
deniability always appears in public key authenticated deniable
encryption (PKADE) [22]–[24], where deniability only needs
to affect ciphertext because there is no trapdoor generation
algorithm in PKADE.

A. Contributions

In this paper, we propose a deniable authenticated search-
able public key encryption (DA-SPKE) applied to a secure-

deniable email system for mobile computing. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first to take into account the
deniability of searchable encryption. Our main contributions
can be described below.

• Firstly, we put forward the primitive of DA-SPKE, which
is similar to DAE except that it is required to satisfy the
deniability of keywords and trapdoors, and then we define
the security model, such as IND-CKA and IND-KGA.

• Then, we constructed a DA-SPKE scheme from bilinear
pairing and proved that the DA-SPKE scheme is secure
for IND-CKA and IND-KGA in the random oracle.
IND-CKA indicates that ciphertexts of the scheme leak
no information about the corresponding keywords. IND-
KGA means that the attacker gains no information from
the trapdoors.

• Next, we have the comparison of performance among re-
lated schemes [25]–[31] and it showed that our proposed
scheme still gains an advantage, although deniability of
the scheme is required.

• Finally, we designed a secure email searchable keyword
protocol based on our encrypted keywords and trapdoors
in the secure and deniable e-mail system.
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B. Related works

In this section, we focus on existing SPKE schemes, authen-
ticated SPKE schemes, and DA-SPKE schemes. In 2000, Song
et al. [10] proposed a pioneering work in searchable encryption
which is the searchable symmetric encryption (SSE). But
symmetric encryption means the management and distribution
of secret keys is inevitable, which costs a lot. Therefore, people
started to study searchable public key encryption (SPKE).
In 2004, Boneh et al. [25] proposed a scheme based on
the concept of public key encryption with keyword search
(PEKS). But most of the SPKE schemes proposed then were
not able to resist KGA and CKA by insider adversaries [32].
Many great works [26]–[31] proposed schemes that are against
KGA, where curious and unbelievable but honest cloud find
no information of keywords by KGA. By the way, SPKE is
also widely used in other applications such as wireless sensor
network [33], blockchain-based vehicular social networks [34],
industrial internet of things [35] and mobile health care system
[36].

To enable authorized rather than unauthorized users to con-
duct searches on Specific keywords, the authenticated SPKE
scheme has emerged prominently in the research on searchable
encryption. Liu [3] comes up with an authenticated searchable
encryption scheme with aggregate key, which accomplishes
multiple users in the system. Mihailescu and Nita [4] combine
two authentication means in their SPKE scheme to improve
security. Chen et al. [5] put forward an idea of password-
authenticated searchable encryption where only the legitimate
user who knows the initially registered password can perform
operations of the scheme, which originated from password-
based protocols for authentication and secret sharing. Some
works focus on SPKE schemes in IoT applications [6], [7]. Lu
and Li [37] devised a lightweight authenticated SPKE against
adaptively-chosen-targets adversaries for mobile devices. Miao
et al. [38] design a revocably time-controllable keyword search
scheme in mobile e-health cloud. Liu et al. [39] proposed a
dynamic searchable symmetric encryption scheme with for-
ward and backward privacy in secure data outsourcing. Zhang
et al. [40] brought up a multi-user certificatelessly deniably
authenticated searchable encryption scheme, where their key
operations need the participation of the third party. Still, the
concept of their deniability only concentrates on encryption
by using hash function, the trapdoor generation is not covered
in deniability, which makes the scheme not fully deniable.

C. Organization

The remainder of the contents are structured below. We will
recall some basic concepts in section 2. After that, we intro-
duce the system model and security model in section 3. Our
concrete DA-SPKE scheme and its secure and performance
analysis are provided in section 4. Finally, in section 5, we
conclude this paper.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we will introduce some basic concepts used
in this paper.

A. Notations

Table I describes the notations used throughout the paper.

TABLE I
NOTATIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS

Notations Descriptions

k security parameter
G1,GT cyclic groups
e bilinear map
H,H1 hash functions

r
R←− Z∗

p randomly choose r from Z∗
p

[1,n] {1,2,...,n}
DS data sender
DU data user
CSP cloud service provider
DH-SSK Diffie-Hellman Shared Secret Key
pki user i’s public key
ski user i’s secret key
wi ith keyword in a keyword list
T trapdoor
C ciphertext

B. Bilinear Map

Let G1 be an additive cyclic group and GT be a multiplica-
tive cyclic group which satisfy the bilinear map e : G1×G1 →
GT , with prime order p. Let P be a random generator of G1.
The bilinear map e has the following properties:

• Bilinear: The equation e(aP, bP ) = e(P, P )ab holds for
any a, b ∈ Z∗

p and P ∈ G1.
• Non-degeneration: If P ̸= 1G1

, we have e(P, P ) ̸= 1GT
,

where 1G1 and 1GT
respectively represent identity ele-

ment of G1 and GT .
• Computability: e is efficiently computable.

C. Diffie-Hellman Shared Secret Key

Definition 1 (Diffie-Hellman Shared Secret Key): Let Alice
and Bob as users respectively have the public/private key pairs
(aP , a), (bP , b), where P ∈ G1 is a generator of the cyclic
group G1 with order p and a, b ∈ Z∗

p are chosen by Alice
and Bob respectively and secretly. It follows that Alice and
Bob have a shared secret key (DH-SSK) K = abP , which
derives from the key agreement protocol proposed by Diffie
and Hellman [41].

D. Computational Diffie-Hellman assumption (CDH)

Let G1 be a cyclic group with prime order p, a generator of
which is P . Given a tuple (P, aP, bP ), where a, b are randomly
chosen from Z∗

p. Here we define the advantage of solving CDH
problem for any probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) adversary
A.

AdvCDH
A (k) = Pr[A(P, aP, bP )→ abP ]

The CDH assumption is that there is no PPT algorithm to
get abP in a non-negligible advantage. i.e., CDH assumption
holds if AdvCDH

A (k) is negligible in the security parameter k.
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E. System Model

Our system model consists of the following seven algo-
rithms.

• Setup(1k): After taking as input the security parameter
k, it generates the public parameter Para.

• KeyGen(Para): The DS and the DU take as input the
system parameter Para then generates public/secret key
pairs (pks, sks),
(pku, sku) respectively. Then DU and DS send their
public keys to the CSP.

• DA-SPKE(Para, pku, sks, wi): It takes as input the sys-
tem parameter Para, DU’s public key pku, DS’s secret
key sks and the keyword wi, then generates the ciphertext
corresponding to wi.

• Trapdoor(Para, pks, sku, wj): It takes as input the sys-
tem parameter Para, DS’s public key pks, DU’s secret
key sku and the keyword wj , then generates a trapdoor
Tj corresponding to wj .

• Test(Para, T, C):It takes as input the system parameter
Para, a trapdoor T and a ciphertext C, then outputs 1
if the contents behind C and T are the same; Otherwise
outputs 0.

• Deniable DA-SPKE(Para, pks, sku, wi): It takes as in-
put the system parameter Para, DS’s public key pks,
DU’s secret key sku and the keyword wi, then generates
the ciphertext corresponding to wi.

• Deniable Trapdoor(Para, pku, sks, wj): It takes as in-
put the system parameter Para, DU’s public key pku,
DS’s secret key sks and the keyword wj , then generates
a trapdoor Tj corresponding to wj .

F. Security Model

In this subsection, we will introduce two security models:
IND-CKA security model and IND-KGA security model. To
illustrate, the IND-CKA security model signifies that any PPT
adversary could obtain no information from the ciphertext of
the keyword and the IND-KGA security model indicates that
any PPT adversary could not obtain any information from the
trapdoor of the keyword.

1) IND-CKA Security Model: This is a game between
challenger B and the adversary A. The aim of A is to
distinguish ciphertexts of two keywords and B establishes the
system and answers queries asked by A.

• Setup: The challenger B selects a security parameter
k and generates the public parameter Para by Setup
algorithm. Then B performs KeyGen algorithm to gener-
ate the public-secret key pairs (pks, sks) and (pku, sku)
respectively for data sender (DS) and data user (DU).
Finally the challenger B makes Para and public keys
which is pks and pku known to the public.

• Phase I: The challenger B answers A’s adaptive queries
below in polynomial time:

– Ciphertext query: The adversary A gives the chal-
lenger B a keyword w. Then B executes the encryp-
tion algorithm (either the original one or deniable
one) and returns the output Cw which is the cipher-
text of w back to the adversary A.

– Trapdoor query: The adversary A gives the chal-
lenger B a keyword w. Then B executes the algo-
rithm (either the original one or deniable one) and
returns the output Tw which is the trapdoor of w
back to the adversary A.

• Challenge: A chooses two keywords w0, w1 that have
not been queried for a trapdoor and sends them to the
challenger B. Then B randomly chooses b ∈ {0, 1} then
generates the challenge ciphertext Cb and sends it to A.

• Phase II: This stage is the same as Phase I . While
the only restriction is that neither w0 nor w1 should be
queried to the trapdoor query.

• Guess: A outputs her guess b′ ∈ {0, 1} for b and wins
the game if b′ = b.

The advantage for A to win the game is defined as:

AdvIND-CKA
A (k) = |Pr[b = b′]− 1

2
|.

Definition 2: A searchable public key encryption scheme
is secure under indistinguishability against chosen keyword
attack if the advantage of the adversary is negligible in the
above game.

2) IND-KGA Security Model: This is a game between
challenger B and the adversary A referring to [42], and Wu
et al.’s scheme also needs to satisfy it. The aim of A is to
distinguish trapdoors of two keywords and B establishes the
system and answers queries asked by A.

• Setup:The challenger B selects a security parameter k
and generates the public parameter Para by Setup algo-
rithm. Then B performs KeyGen algorithm to generate
the public-secret key pairs (pks, sks) and (pku, sku)
respectively for DS and DU. Finally the challenger B
makes Para and public keys which are pks and pku
known to the public.

• Phase I: The challenger B answers A’s adaptive queries
below in polynomial time:

– Ciphertext query: The adversary A gives the chal-
lenger B a keyword w. Then B executes the encryp-
tion algorithm (either the original one or deniable
one) and returns the output Cw which is the cipher-
text of w back to the adversary A.

– Trapdoor query: The adversary A gives the chal-
lenger B a keyword w. Then B executes the algo-
rithm (either the original one or deniable one) and
returns the output Tw which is the trapdoor of w
back to the adversary A.

• Challenge: A chooses two keywords w0, w1 that have
not been queried for ciphertext and sends them to the
challenger B. Then B randomly chooses b ∈ {0, 1} then
generates the challenge trapdoor Twb

and sends it to A.
• Phase II: This stage is the same as Phase I. While

the only restriction is that neither w0 nor w1 should be
queried to the ciphertext query and trapdoor query.

• Guess: A outputs her guess b′ ∈ {0, 1} for b and wins
the game if b′ = b.

The advantage for A to win the game is defined as:

AdvIND-KGA
A (k) = |Pr[b = b′]− 1

2
|.
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Definition 3: A searchable public key encryption scheme is
secure under IND-KGA if the advantage of the adversary is
negligible in the above game.

III. CONCRETE DENIABLE SEARCHABLE PUBLIC KEY
ENCRYPTION SCHEME

Our scheme consists of the seven PPT algorithms below.

A. Construction

• Setup(1k): The algorithm takes as input a security param-
eter k . It initially generates two cyclic groups G1,GT

with the same prime order p (|p| = k), where G1

and GT satisfy the bilinear map e : G1 × G1 → GT .
Later it picks a generator P of G as well as two hash
functions H : G1 → Z∗

p and H1 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗
p.

Finally, the algorithm outputs the public system parameter
Para = (G1,GT , p, P, e,H,H1).

• KeyGen(Para): DU and DS execute KeyGen to gener-
ate the public-secrete key pairs respectively. DS’s public
key pks = aP and DU’s public key pku = bP are
corresponding to the DS’s secret key sks = a and DU’s
secret key sku = b respectively, where a, b ∈ Z∗

p are
chosen randomly. At the end of the algorithm, the two
roles of the system send the public keys pks = aP and
pku = bP to the CSP of the system.

• DA-SPKE(Para, pku, sks, wi): DS runs this algorithm
to generate the ciphertext of the given keyword wi. DS
computes the ciphertext by the given inputs, the algorithm
works as follows:

– DS selects a random number ri ∈ Z∗
p for every

keyword wi where i ∈ [1, n].
– DS computes C1wi = riP and C2wi = riskspku =

riabP .
– DS computes C3wi

= e(pku, pks)
riH1(wi)

H(skspku)

.
– DS assembles the ciphertext

Cwi = (C1wi , C2wi , C3wi) of the keyword wi.
Finally, DS uploads the ciphertext organized in some way
to the cloud. It is worth mentioning that the DH-SSK abP
can be precomputed to lower the computational overhead
and improve efficiency.

• Trapdoor(Para, pks, sku, wj): This algorithm is exe-
cuted by the DU and works as follows:

– DU selects a random number r′j
R←− Z∗

p for some
given keyword wj where j ∈ [1, n].

– DU computes T1wj
= r′jP and

T2wj
= (r′j +H1(wj)

H(skupks))skupks.
– DU assembles the trapdoor Twj

= (T1wj
, T2wj

)
corresponding to wj .

Finally, DU uploads the trapdoor to the CSP. It is worth
mentioning that the DH-SSK abP can be precomputed to
lower the computational overhead and improve efficiency.

• Test(Para, Twj
, Cwi

): This algorithm is executed by the
CSP. The algorithm works as follows:

– Compute E1 = e(T1wj
, C2wi

);
– Compute E2 = e(C1wi

, T2wj
);

– Compute E3 = E2

E1
;

– Check if E3 = C3wi
holds. If the equation holds,

output 1 and send the files corresponding to the
keyword to DU; Otherwise output 0 and terminate.

The deniability of the encryption algorithm and trapdoor
generation algorithm are shown below. It indicates that the data
user can generate completely legal ciphertexts by deniable DA-
SPKE, and the data sender can also generate legal trapdoors
by deniable Trapdoor. Both DU and DS can generate legal
trapdoors and ciphertexts, which accomplishes the deniability
of the scheme. The property of deniability is naturally achieved
by utilization of Diffie-Hellman shared secret key. The two
algorithms of deniability are listed below.

• Deniable DA-SPKE(Para, pks, sku, wi): The encryp-
tion algorithm with the property of deniability can also
be executed by the DU. The algorithm works as follows,
which is almost the same as DA-SPKE algorithm with
only a slight difference in that the public and private keys
as the input are distinctive:

– DU selects a random number ri ∈ Z∗
p for every

keyword wi where i ∈ [1, n].
– DU computes C1wi

= riP and

C2wi
= riskupks = riabP

.
– DU computes C3wi

= e(pku, pks)
riH1(wi)

H(skupks)

.
– DS sets Cwi = (C1wi , C2wi , C3wi) as the ciphertext

of the keyword wi.
Finally, DU uploads the ciphertext organized in some way
to the cloud.

• Deniable Trapdoor(Para, pku, sks, wj): The trapdoor
generation algorithm with the property of deniability can
also be executed by the DS. The algorithm works as
follows, which is almost the same as Trapdoor algorithm
with only a slight difference that the public and private
key as the input are distinctive:

– DS selects a random number r′j ∈ Z∗
p for some given

keyword wj where j ∈ [1, n].
– DS computes T1wj

= r′jP and
T2wj

= (r′j +H1(wj)
H(skspku))skspku.

– DS assembles the trapdoor Twj
= (T1wj

, T2wj
)

corresponding to wj .
Finally, DU uploads the trapdoor to the CSP.

B. Deniability

Imagine a scene where there are only two roles (i.e. DS and
DU) in a communication, and at the same time, there is a party
called the outsider watching these two roles. The two roles
know who is the sender or receiver of the message, but what
if they want the outsider know nothing about their roles? That
is, from the outsider’s perspective, he knows nothing about
the state of the two roles, and whether one of the roles is the
data sender is a Schrodinger’s cat for him. In other words, the
outsider has no idea who exactly masters the knowledge of
the message they transmitted.

Our scheme makes this scene come true. The symmetry of
the DH-SSK is the kernel of our asymmetric scheme. Based
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on this characteristic, both DS and DU have a shared secret
key, therefore they are both capable of generating ciphertexts
and trapdoors for all keywords as well as making our scheme
work. The outsider can no longer decide who exactly knows
the transmitted message. From the perspective of DU and DS,
they can deny themselves as DU or DS, and this property is
called deniability.

C. Correctness
In this section, we will supply the correctness analysis of

our scheme i.e. prove only when the keyword wj chosen by
the data user is consistent with wi of the ciphertext will the
cloud server send back the corresponding data to the data user.

E1 =e(T1wj , C2wi) = e(r′jP, riabP )

E2 =e(C1wi
, T2wj

) = e(T2wj
, C1wi

)

=e(riP, rjabP +H1(wj)
H(abP )abP )

E3 =
E2

E1
=

e(riP, rjabP +H1(wj)
H(abP )abP )

e(r′jP, riabP )

=
e(riP, r

′
jabP )e(riP,H1(wj)

H(abP )abP )

e(r′jP, riabP )

=e(riP,H1(wj)
H(abP )abP )

C3wi
=e(pku, pks)

riH1(wi)
H(pkusks)

=e(riP,H1(wi)
H(abP )abP )

If and only if wi = wj , the equation E3 = C3wi
will hold.

Consequently, our scheme satisfies the correctness.

D. Security Analysis
We now prove that our improved scheme is IND-CKA,

IND-KGA secure deniability secure.
Theorem 1: Our improved scheme is IND-CKA security if

the CDH assumption holds. In other words, for any PPT ad-
versary A, her advantage AdvIND-CKA

A in IND-CKA security
game is negligible.

Proof :We define four security games – Game 0, Game 1,
Game 2 and Game 3 below.

Game 0.
• Setup. The challenger B selects a security parame-

ter k and generates the public parameter Para =
(G1,GT , p, P, e,H,H1) by Setup algorithm. Then B
performs KeyGen algorithm to generate the public/secret
key pairs (pks, sks) = (aP, a) and (pku, sku) = (bP, b)
respectively for data sender(DS) and data user(DU).
Finally the challenger B makes Para and public keys
which is pks and pku known to the public.

• Phase I . The challenger B answers A’s adaptive queries
below in polynomial time:

– Ciphertext query: The adversary A gives the chal-
lenger B a keyword w. Then B executes the encryp-
tion algorithm and returns the output Cw which is
the ciphertext of w back to the adversary A.

– Trapdoor query: The adversary A gives the chal-
lenger B a keyword w. Then B executes the algo-
rithm Trapdoor and returns the output Tw which is
the trapdoor of w back to the adversary A.

– Hash query: B first initializes an empty hash list LH

for storing simulating hash value of hash function H .
A gives B some element P ′ ∈ G1. B then checks
if P ′ is in LH . If exists, return the hash value to
A. Otherwise, B picks a random number v ∈ Z∗

p as
the hash value of P ′ where v is not duplicated in
the hash values of LH then sets an entry (P ′, v) and
pushes the entry into LH . Finally, B returns v back
to A.

• Challenge. A chooses two keywords w0, w1 that have
not been queried for trapdoors and sends them to the
challenger B. Then B randomly chooses b ∈ {0, 1} and
r ∈ Z∗

p, to generate the challenge ciphertext Cwb
=

DA-SPKE(Para, pku, sks, wb) = (C1wb
, C2wb

, C3wb
):

C1wb
= rP

C2wb
= rabP

C3wb
= e(aP, bP )rH1(wb)

H(abP )

• Phase II . This stage is the same as Phase I . While
the only restriction is that neither w0 nor w1 should be
queried to the trapdoor query. Also, the hash list used in
the hash query should continue to be LH used in Phase
I rather than initialize a new one.

• Guess: A outputs her guess b′ ∈ {0, 1} for b and wins
the game if b′ = b with advantage AdvGame0

A (k).
The advantage A gets in Game 0 is:
AdvGame0

A (k) = AdvIND-CKA
A (k) = |Pr[b = b′]− 1

2 |.
Game 1. Game 1 is almost the same as Game 0 except

that when B generates the challenge ciphertext Cwb
randomly

chooses T ∈ G1 instead of computing abP and uses T instead
of abP to answer queries in both Phase I and Phase II . The
challenge ciphertext C∗

wb
= (C∗

1wb
, C∗

2wb
, C∗

3wb
) now becomes

as below:

C∗
1wb

= rP

C∗
2wb

= rT

C∗
3wb

= e(T, P )rH1(wb)
H(T )

In the case where A owns (P, aP, bP ), A is not able
to compute abP under the circumstances that the CDH as-
sumption holds. Therefore from the adversary’s point of view,
she can’t distinguish C3wb

and C∗
3wb

as well as C2wb
and

C∗
2wb

in the random oracle model. Therefore for any PPT
adversary A, C3wb

and C∗
3wb

as well as C2wb
and C∗

2wb
are

indistinguishable, then we have:

|AdvGame1
A (k)−AdvGame0

A (k)| ≤ AdvCDH
A (k)

Game 2. Game 2 is almost the same as Game 1 except that
when B generates the challenge ciphertext Cwb

she randomly
chooses u ∈ Z∗

p instead of computing H(T ) and uses u instead
of H(T ) to answer queries in both Phase I and Phase
II . The challenge ciphertext C∗∗

wb
= (C∗

1wb
, C∗

2wb
, C∗∗

3wb
) now

becomes as below:

C∗
1wb

= rP

C∗
2wb

= rT

C∗∗
3wb

= e(T, P )rH1(wb)
u
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In the occasion where random oracle is used u and H(T )
have the same distribution. Therefore from the adversary’s
point she is incapable of distinguishing C∗

3wb
and C∗∗

3wb
in

the random oracle model. Therefore A can’t distinguish C∗
wb

and C∗∗
wb

, then we have:

AdvGame2
A (k) = AdvGame1

A (k)

Game 3. Game 3 is almost the same as Game 2 except
that when B generates the challenge ciphertext C∗∗∗

wb
ran-

domly chooses C∗∗∗
1wb

, C∗∗∗
2wb
∈ G and C∗∗∗

3wb
∈ GT instead of

computing ciphertext. The challenge ciphertext then becomes
C∗∗∗

wb
= (C∗∗∗

1wb
, C∗∗∗

2wb
, C∗∗∗

3wb
) .

Based on the randomness of r, C∗
1wb

and C∗∗∗
1wb

have the
same distribution, C∗

2wb
and C∗∗∗

2wb
as well, for any PPT

adversary A. Due to the randomness of u, A is not able to
distinguish C∗∗

3wb
and C∗∗∗

3wb
in the random oracle model. Then

we have
AdvGame3

A = AdvGame2
A .

Because C∗∗∗
wb

is independent of b, we have

Pr[b = b′] =
1

2
.

At this point, with the combination of Game 0, Game 1,
Game 2 and Game 3, we have

|AdvGame3
A (k)−AdvIND-CKA

A (k)| ≤ AdvCDH
A (k)

where AdvGame3
A (k) = 0 and AdvCDH

A (k) is negligible. So
AdvIND-CKA

A (k) is negligible.
Remark. In Game 1, we use T instead of abP for public

key pair aP, bP . However, the adversary cannot tell them
when T is hiding. This is because the adversary cannot
compute abP from (aP, bP ) then obviously cannot compute
rabP . It’s impossible to check the equality C∗

2wb
= rabP for

the adversary. In Game 2, we use random value u instead
of H(T ), which leads to the distribution of the challenge
ciphertext in Game 1 and Game 2 being identical under the
CDH assumption in the random oracle model. Because u
is randomly chosen, which causes the distribution of C∗∗

3wb

uniform distribution. Therefore, In Game 3, C∗∗∗
3wb

is also
randomly chosen instead of randomly choosing u and then
computing e(T, P )rH(wb)

u

.
Theorem 2: Our improved scheme is IND-KGA security if

the CDH assumption holds. In other words, for any PPT ad-
versary A, her advantage AdvIND-KGA

A in IND-KGA security
game is negligible.

Proof :We define four security games – Game 0, Game 1,
Game 2 and Game 3 below.

Game 0.
• Setup. The challenger B selects a security parame-

ter k and generates the public parameter Para =
(G1,GT , p, P, e,H,H1) by Setup algorithm. Then B
performs KeyGen algorithm to generate the public/secret
key pairs (pks, sks) = (aP, a) and (pku, sku) = (=
bP, b) respectively for DS and DU. Finally the challenger
B makes Para and public keys which is pks and pku
known to the public.

• Phase I . The challenger B answers A’s adaptive queries
below in polynomial time:

– Ciphertext query: The adversary A gives the chal-
lenger B a keyword w. Then B executes the encryp-
tion algorithm and returns the output Cw which is
the ciphertext of w back to the adversary A.

– Trapdoor query: The adversary A gives the chal-
lenger B a keyword w. Then B executes the algo-
rithm Trapdoor and returns the output Tw which is
the trapdoor of w back to the adversary A.

– Hash query: B first initializes an empty hash list LH

for storing simulating hash value of hash function H .
A gives B some element P ′ ∈ G1. B then checks
if P ′ is in LH . If exists, return the hash value to
A. Otherwise, B picks a random number v ∈ Z∗

p as
the hash value of P ′ where v is not duplicated in
the hash values of LH then sets an entry (P ′, v) and
pushes the entry into LH . Finally, B returns v back
to A.

• Challenge. A chooses two keywords w0, w1 that have
not been queried for both ciphertext and trapdoor, and
then sends them to the challenger B. B randomly chooses
b ∈ {0, 1} and r ∈ Z∗

p, to the challenge trapdoor Twb
=

(T1wb
, T2wb

):

T1wb
= rP

T2wb
= (r +H1(wb)

H(skupks))skupks

= (r +H1(wb)
H(abP ))abP.

• Phase II . This stage is the same as Phase I . While
the only restriction is that neither w0 nor w1 should be
queried to ciphertext and trapdoor query. Also, the hash
list used in the hash query should continue to be LH used
in Phase I rather than initialize a new one.

• Guess: A outputs her guess b′ ∈ {0, 1} and wins the
game if b′ = b with advantage AdvGame0

A .
The advantage of A in Game 0 is:
AdvGame0

A (k) = AdvIND-KGA
A (k) = |Pr[b = b′]− 1

2 |.
Game 1. Game 1 is almost the same as Game 0 except

that when B generates the challenge trapdoor Twb
randomly

chooses Q ∈ G1 instead of computing abP and uses Q instead
of abP to answer queries in both Phase I and Phase II .
The challenge trapdoor T ∗

wb
= (T ∗

1wb
, T ∗

2wb
) now becomes as

below:

T ∗
1wb

= rP

T ∗
2wb

= rQ+H1(wb)
H(Q)Q

In the case whereA owns (P, aP, bP ),A is not able to com-
pute abP under the circumstances that the CDH assumption
holds. Therefore for any PPT adversary A, Twb

and T ∗
wb

are
indistinguishable in the random oracle model, then we have:

|AdvGame1
A (k)−AdvGame0

A (k)| ≤ AdvCDH
A (k)

Game 2. Game 2 is almost the same as Game 1 except
that when B generates the challenge trapdoor Twb

randomly
chooses u ∈ Z∗

p instead of computing H(Q) and uses u instead
of H(Q) to answer queries in both Phase I and Phase II .
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The challenge trapdoor T ∗∗
wb

= (T ∗
1wb

, T ∗∗
2wb

) now becomes as
below:

T ∗
1wb

= rP

T ∗∗
2wb

= rQ+H1(wb)
uQ

In the occasion where random oracle is used u and H(Q)
have the same distribution. Therefore from the adversary’s
point she is incapable of distinguishing T ∗

2wb
and T ∗∗

2wb
in the

random oracle model. Therefore A can’t distinguish T ∗
wb

and
T ∗∗
wb

, then we have:

AdvGame2
A (k) = AdvGame1

A (k)

Game 3. Game 3 is almost the same as Game 2 except
that when B generates the challenge trapdoor T ∗∗∗

wb
randomly

chooses T ∗∗∗
1wb

, T ∗∗∗
2wb
∈ G1 instead of computing trapdoor. The

challenge trapdoor then becomes T ∗∗∗
wb

= (T ∗∗∗
1wb

, T ∗∗∗
2wb

) .
Based on the randomness of r, for any PPT adversary A,

T ∗
1wb

and T ∗∗∗
1wb

are indistinguishable. Due to the randomness
of u, A is not able to distinguish T ∗∗

2wb
and T ∗∗∗

2wb
in the random

oracle model. Then we have: AdvGame3
A (k) = AdvGame2

A (k).
Because T ∗∗∗

wb
is independent of b, we have:

Pr[b = b′] =
1

2

At this point, with the combination of Game 0, Game 1,
Game 2 and Game 3, we have:

|AdvGame3
A (k)−AdvIND-KGA

A (k)| ≤ AdvCDH
A (k)

where AdvGame3
A (k) = 0 and AdvCDH

A (k) is negligible. So
AdvIND-KGA

A (k) is negligible.
Remark. Our IND-KGA secure model is derived from Wu

et al’s IND-KGA definition [27] but with a slight difference,
where challenge keywords are forbidden to query in both
ciphertext query and trapdoor query in the query phase rather
than only ciphertext query. In Game 1, we use Q instead
of abP for public key pair aP, bP . However, the adversary
cannot tell them when Q is behind the curtain. This is because
the adversary cannot compute abP from (P, aP, bP ) then
check the equality T ∗

2wb
= (r + H1(wb)

H(Q))abP . In Game
2, we use random value u instead of H(T ), which leads
the distribution of the challenge ciphertext in Game 1 and
Game 2 identical under the CDH assumption in the random
oracle model. Because u is randomly chosen, which causes
the distribution of T ∗∗

2wb
uniform. Therefore, In Game 3, T ∗∗∗

2wb

is also randomly chosen instead of randomly choosing u and
then computing (r +H1(wb)

u)Q.

E. Performance

Analysis of the performance is in this section. To evaluate
the efficiency of the proposed DA-SPKE scheme, We will
firstly compare the computation cost and the communication
cost in theory to prior similar schemes [25]–[31], then we will
display the data in real experiments with selected schemes
[25], [27], [31] for computation cost. For the convenience of
description, we denote every scheme by the last name of the
first author, that is we denote [25] by Boneh, [26] by Rhee,

[27] by Wu, [28] by Xu, [29] by Huang, [30] by Zeng and
[31] by Qin respectively.

The running environment is a Macbook Pro with MacOS
Ventura operating system, where the processor is Apple M1
silicon using 8GB RAM, we finish the code by Java of jdk17
with the use of bilinear pairing library JPBC library with
the Type A pairing over elliptic curve y2 = x3 + x. In the
experiment, we ran every scheme 10,000 times and got the
average time for every operation as shown in Table II, where
notations for every basic operation and their descriptions are
defined.

We firstly mention the functionality of our proposed scheme
as shown in Table III. The security of schemes is measured in
terms of IND-CKA, the IND-KGA, authentication, deniability,
and secure channel, where IND-CKA security denotes that
the ciphertext of the keyword does not leak any information
about the keyword, IND-KGA shows that the trapdoor of
keyword does not reveal any information about the keyword,
authentication denotes that only the authenticated user can
generate a legal trapdoor to search the ciphertext of keywords
and secure channel means that the scheme requires a secure
channel to transmit the trapdoor. Our scheme has the most
secure features among all the similar prior works.

We then compare the computation cost and communication
cost separately in theory with prior similar schemes. The
details are shown in Table IV and Table V respectively, where
E,P,H denotes the multiplication over the addictive group,
bilinear pairing and the hash function mapping from Z∗

p to
group G1, and |p|, |G1|, |GT | denotes the length of elements
from Z∗

p,G1 and GT respectively.
In the computation cost comparison, we mainly consider the

costs of the encryption algorithm encryption, the trapdoor
generation algorithm trapdoor, and the match testing algo-
rithm test. As for other algorithms such as set up algorithm
Setup, and key generation algorithm KeyGen, they are usu-
ally executed once and beforehand by an entity. Two deniable
algorithms perform the same as the normal two, the reason
why is explained in Section III-B. Therefore, these algorithms
are not involved in the comparison.

The theoretical computation cost of an algorithm is evalu-
ated by the sum of the number of basic operations involved
in the algorithm. For example, to produce a ciphertext, the
algorithm encryption in our scheme requires calculating four
scalar multiplications in the elliptic curve group, one bilinear
pairing over the elliptic curve group. Thus, its computation
cost is 4E + P ≈ 28.225 ms. In addition, the size of
a public/secret key, ciphertext, or trapdoor is measured by
the total number of the involved elements. For example, a
ciphertext in our scheme contains two elements in G1 and
one element in GT . Thus, its size is 2|G1| + |GT | = 1152
bits.

The experimental results of time costs of four schemes
are shown in Fig. 2, where the horizontal axis represents
the algorithm execution times while the vertical axis repre-
sents the corresponding time cost. We respectively execute
the algorithms in each compared scheme 1 to 10 times to
show their time costs. Our scheme gains great performance
computationally compared to other similar schemes, which
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TABLE II
NOTATIONS IN THE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Notations Performance Descriptions

Execution
Time
(ms)

E 5.914 execution time of multiplication over addictive group
P 4.569 execution time of bilinear pairing
H 6.586 execution time of hash function mapping from Z∗

p to group G1

Bit
Length

(bit)

|p| 160 the length of elements from Z∗
p

|G1| 320 the length of elements from G1

|GT | 512 the length of elements from GT

TABLE III
SECURITY COMPARISON

Scheme CKA KGA Authentication Deniability Secure Chanel
[25] yes no no no yes
[26] yes yes no no no
[27] yes no yes yes yes
[28] yes yes no no no
[29] yes yes no no no
[31] yes yes yes no no
our scheme yes yes yes yes no

TABLE IV
COMPUTATION COST EVALUATION (MS) WITH PRIOR WORKS

Scheme encryption trapdoor test

[25] 2E + P +H ≈ 22.983 E +H ≈ 12.450 P ≈ 4.569
[26] 2E + P +H ≈ 22.983 3E + 2H ≈ 30.913 2E + P +H ≈ 22.983
[27] 4E + P ≈ 28.225 4E ≈ 23.656 2P ≈ 9.139
[28] 5E + 2P + 2H ≈ 51.880 3E + 2H ≈ 30.913 2P ≈ 9.139
[29] 3E +H ≈ 24.328 E + P +H ≈ 17.069 2P ≈ 9.139
[30] 6E +H ≈ 42.069 8E +H ≈ 53.897 5P ≈ 22.847
[31] 3E + P +H ≈ 28.897 2E +H ≈ 18.414 P ≈ 4.569

our scheme 4E + P ≈ 28.225 3E ≈ 17.742 2P ≈ 9.139

TABLE V
COMMUNICATION COST EVALUATION (BIT) WITH PRIOR WORKS

Scheme pk sk ciphertext trapdoor

[25] 2|G1| = 640 |p| = 160 |G1|+ |p| = 480 |G1| = 320
[26] 2|G1| = 640 |p| = 160 |G1|+ |p| = 480 2|G1| = 640
[27] |G1| = 320 |p| = 160 2|G1|+ |GT | = 832 2|G1| = 640
[28] |G1| = 320 |p| = 160 2|G1| = 640 2|G1|+ 2|p| = 960
[29] |G1| = 320 |p| = 160 2|G1| = 640 |GT | = 512
[30] 4|G1| = 1280 3|p| = 480 4|G1| = 1280 5|G1| = 1600
[31] |G1| = 320 |p| = 160 |G1|+ |p| = 480 |G1| = 320

our scheme |G1| = 320 |p| = 160 2|G1|+ |GT | = 1152 2|G1| = 640

lower than average computation costs. More specifically, the
time cost for encryption in our scheme is about 28.225 ms,
which is about 54.4 percent of 51.880 ms in Xu [28] and 67.1
percent of 42.069 ms in Zeng [30]. The time cost for trapdoor
in our scheme is about 17.742 ms, which is about 57.4 percent
of 30.913 ms in Rhee [26] and Xu [28], 32.9 percent of 53.897
ms in Zeng [30] and 75 percent of 23.656 ms in Wu [27]. The
time cost for test in our scheme is about 9.139 ms, which is
about 39.8 percent of 22.983 ms in Rhee [26], and 40 percent
of 22.847 ms in Zeng [30].

Regarding the communication overhead as illustrated in Fig.
3, the size of a public key pk in our scheme is 320 bits, while
that in Boneh [25] and Rhee [26] is 640 bits, Wu [27], Xu
[28], Huang [29] and Qin [31] is 320 bits, and Zeng [30] is

1280 bits. The size of a secret key sk in our scheme is 160
bits the same as most of the schemes except that Zeng [30]
has a length of 480 bits. The size of a ciphertext ciphertext
in our scheme is 1152 bits, which is 90 percent of 1280 bits
in Zeng [30]. The size of a trapdoor trapdoor in our scheme
is 640 bits, while that in Boneh, Rhee, Wu, Xu, Huang, Zeng,
and Qin is 320 bits, 640 bits, 640 bits, 960 bits, 512 bits,
1600 bits, and 320 bits, respectively. Therefore our scheme
gains great communication performance among the compared
schemes.

IV. SECURE EMAIL SEARCHABLE KEYWORD PROTOCOL

In this section, we design a secure email searchable keyword
protocol using the proposed deniable authenticated searchable
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Fig. 2. Selected Computation Cost Comparison
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Fig. 3. Communication Cost Comparison

public key encryption scheme. The protocol is shown in Fig.
4. It is worth mentioning that the content of the email is
encrypted by some symmetric encryption scheme which is
denoted by sym-enc such as AES and 3DES for the reason of
high speed. The secret keys to encrypt and decrypt the content
are the same. So the secret key should be kept secret by both
the authorized data sender and data user.

In this secure protocol, the data sender firstly chooses
some keywords {wi}i∈[m] for his email, then he runs ci =
DA-SPKE(Para, pku, sks, wi) to obtain the ciphertext set
{ci}i∈[m], where [m] denotes {1, 2, ...,m}. After that, the data
sender encrypts the content of the email using the secret key of
the symmetric encryption scheme. Then the data sender sends
the encrypted email along with {ci}i∈[m] to the email server
by Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), which is a common

email transfer protocol. The email server sends the encrypted
data to the cloud by SMTP. When the authorized data user
wants to search for a keyword w which is encrypted in the
email system, he runs td = Trapdoor(Para, pks, sku, w)
to obtain trapdoor td of w. Then the data user sends td to
the email server by SMTP. The email server sends td to the
cloud. The cloud runs Test(Para, td, ci) to traverse retrieval
of every encrypted keyword to get the matched email in the
cloud database (as shown in Fig. 5). Then the cloud sends
the matched email along with the encrypted keywords to the
email server. Finally, the data user receives the email by Post
Office Protocol-Version 3 (POP3), where POP3 is a common
email transfer protocol for the email receiver.
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Fig. 5. Database in Cloud

In this protocol, we cut down the computation and storage
expenses in the transfer protocol, which means there are no
extra encryption expenses while transferring email data. We
propose a new approach to search encrypted keywords in a
secure email system, where the proposed scheme firstly offers
deniability for the users of the system shown in Fig. 4. In the
deniable scene, the only difference is the exchange of roles,
the data sender can produce a valid trapdoor and the data user
can produce a valid ciphertext by deniable algorithms. In this
case, the users in the email system can better protect their
privacy as they are anonymous in a sense.

V. CONCLUSION

In our work, we initially proposed a deniably authenticated
searchable public key encryption that is deniable both in
keyword encryption and trapdoor generation in the email
system scenario. After that, we prove our scheme to be both
IND-KGA and IND-CKA secure. Then, Compared with other
solutions, our performance has a performance advantage. Fi-
nally, we proposed a secure email searchable keyword protocol
using the proposed deniable scheme.
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